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ABsrRAcr:
Because of wide va!'iation between estimates of the benefit which
would accrue from. construction of the Alice Springs to Darwin rail
link in the form of reduced I'C)ad maintenance cos ts, the Nor the rn
Territory Department of rt'ansport and Works commissioned a study by
the author to establish a soundly based average figure per net
tonne-km (NrK) whic.h could be used for project appraisal purposes.
This paper summarises the main part of that study.,
A review of previous studies revealed estimates of incremental costs
nationally in the range 0,,6-1.0 cents/NTK. However, conditions in
the Northern Territory are very different f!'<}lll. aver'age Australian
conditions and an analysis was undertaken using data and engineers f
estimates specific to the Stuart Highway. A model. was constructed
which took account of the existing programme of r:econstruction of
the Stuar't Highway and the number' of years by which each section's
rehabilitation and resealing could be defe!'I'ed in consequence of the
expected two·-thirds reduction in fr'eight volume following the
opening of the rail link. NIMPAC equations wer'e checked for their
appropriateness to the Stuart Highway and then used to p:redict
changes in I'outine maintenance costs"
!his resulted in estimates of 0.32 cents/NIK (financial cost) and
Oe30 cents/NTI< (resource cost)" It is suggested that these figures
be used for the time being in connection with the appraisal of the
I'ail link; and that the same method be used to predict incremental
maintenance costs for other roads.
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of the Economics of Road Vehicle limits (ERVL). which in turn drew on the
Model fot the Economic Evaluation of Road Improvements in Rural Areas

(MERRI), described in its original form in W D Scott & Co (1968) and
subsequently modified (MODMERRI - see Both & Bayly 1976)"
A review of several such studies was included in a paper pr'esented to the
seventh ATRF (Robinson & Rattray 1982)" Our study concentrated on the
conclusions of four of them., these being appa:rently the m.ost

representative, relevant and authoritative; they are:
The ErE' 5 'Darwin and Northern Ter'ritoI'Y Freight rransport Study

published in 1977, which included a section on road maintenance
costs in the context of a compal:'ison of freight caI'I'iage by road and
by rail.

Gavan McDonnell's Commission of Enquiry into the NSW Road Freight
Industry, which was concerned with the extent of cost recovery from
the industry ..
A paper presented to the ninth ARRB Conference by Webber, Both and
Ker in 1978, describing their' analysis of separable pavement costs
attributable to various classes of vehicle, using ERVL data, on
behalf of ATAC.
An article by Film.er, Scott and Shor't in 1982 based on or'iginal

'research done by the ErE (1979) and Scott (1974) into road
maintenance costs attr'ibutable to heavy vehicles.
The pertinent aspects and conclusions of these studies are summar'ised in
the following sub-sections.

BTE (1977)

Based on evidence submitted to the Parliamentary Works Commttee on a
proposed pr'ogramme for' the improvement and maintenance of the Stuart and
Barkly Highways, it was estimated that marginal routine maintenance costs
for sealed r'oads were approximately equal to average costs of 1 cent per
double-axle-'km or 4 cents per' tr'uck-km.
The payload of the implied 8-axle truck would be of the order of 30
tonnes. With an average load factor of 50%, therefor'e, routine
maintenance costs would be equivalent to 4/(30 x 0 .. 5) ::: 0.27 cents per
NTK. Adjusted to 1984 prices by application of the appropriate BTE Road
Constl:'uction Price Index (BTE 1984), this becomes 0,,65 cents per NTK"
The marginal cost of reconstruction of strengthened sections of highway
was estimated at 0.15 cents per tonne-km based on Department of
Construction engineers I response to the question, "What would be the
impact on the reconstruction pr'ogr'amme of doubling the existing level of
inter-state r'oad freight transport?" Assuming this to be a net tonne-lan
figure and adjusting it to 1984 prices, it becomes 0,,36 cents per NTK,
making a total marginal road construction and maintenance cost of 0.65 +
0 .. 36 = 1.01 cents per' NIK.
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McDonnell (1980)
McDonnell's Cornmi,ssion of Enquiry was conceIned largely with the extent
of cost recovery from the I'oad haulage industry. Administrative,
service and social costs associated with accidents, noise and air
pollution weI'e considered as well as road maintenance costs. So too
were road construction costs attr'ibutable to heavy commercial vehicles

as a class: i.e. the cost of accommodating such vehicles with respect
to vertical gr'ade, alignment. turning space, bI'idge stI'ength etc" This
approach is fundamentally differ'ent fr'OID. one designed to find the cost
attributable to an incremental tonne of freight or an incremental
vehicle, which by itself does not affect road design parameters.
The results of the ERVL study were accepted as a basis for estimating the
incremental cost of pavement maintenance, including reconstruction!
r'ehabilitation and r'esealing but excluding construction and other non-'
maintenance costs mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Annual costs of
$4,015 per ar"ticulated truck were indicated, based on annual travel of
75,000km.. Adjusted to 1984 prices and assuming an average payload of 10
tonnes, this implies cos ts of 0695 cents per' NIle

Webber, Both and ICer (1978)
Nor'theruIen'itory data were not included in this analys is J and the
largest vehicle consider'ed was a 6-axle ar'ticulated truck of 22 .. 2 tonnes
payload capacity. The findings are summarised i,n Table 1 (separable
pavement costs per truck-km. at 1976!77 prices) and Table 2 (adjusted to
1984 p"rice levels and a NTK basis).
Australia-wide, costs per NIK by vehicle type range from 0 .. 63 to 0,,96
cents per' NTK. Disaggregated by state, however', the range opens out to
0.23-2.28 cents per NTK: a factor of 10 separ'ating the lowest from. the
highest.
Also of inter'est in this study is the relative significance of the four
identified components of road construction and maintenance cost savings
attributable to the removal of 1 tr'uck-km. fI'om the roads:
Deferment of reconstruction
Reduced frequency of resealing
Reduced pavement strength
Reduced routine maintenance requirement

74,,4 %

17 . 9
4 .. 5
3.2
100.0

Film.er, Scott and Short (1982)
The ar'ticle cites two other works: BIE (1979) and Scott (1974)" like
McDonnell (1980), the first of these concentrates on costs attr'ibutable to
heavy vehicles as a class, arriving at a total annual cost of $232
million" Scott ' s analys is was restricted to pavement and shoulder damage
done by heavy vehicles.
The authors conclude fr"om these two sources that separable maintenance
costs attributable to heavy vehicles lie between the extremes of 0 .. 5 and
1" 1 cents per NTK, presumably at 1982 prices. Since the higher figure
includes elements which, though attr'ibutable to heavy vehicles as a class,
would not apply to the removal ft'om. the road of a single member of that
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IABLE 1
SEPARABLE PAVEMENI COS IS PER IRUCK-KM, AI 1976/77 PRICES
-_.~._---,-----_._------------'------------_._-------------------------_.

Truck type

Payload
Capacity
(tannes)

Separable pavement cost Cc/truck-km)

SA

VIC

NSW

QLD

AUST

-----_.----_.----_._._._-------_._._--_. __._-------------------------------Rigid

2-axle
3-axle
4-axle

8,,5
11..7
14.8

2.1
3.9
5,4

1.3
1.1
1..2

L,5
3.2
3,,7

4 3
4,,9
6 .. 7

1..9
2 .. 6
3.6

Artic

3-axle
4-axle
5-axle
6-axle

13,9
19,1
20.4
22,,2

4,,8
5.7
6,,4
67

2.9
3,,4
3,,4
3,,8

3,,3
3.5
5,,6
6,5

9,,3
12.6
15.2
17,,8

4,,0
5,,2
6,,0
7.5

Source: Webber, Both & Ker, 'Commercial Vehicle Costs & Charges:
A Study of Separable Pavement Costs". in Proceedings of
ARRB Ninth ConfeIence, 1978. (Breakdown by state did not
appear' in the original publication.)

TABLE 2
SEPARABLE PAVEMENI COSIS PER NTK, AI 1984 PRICES
Payload
Capacity
(tonnes)

Separable pavement cost (c/NIK)

-----"---------,-----_._---_._-_.._-------_._.-

Truck type
SA
VIC
NSW
QLD
AUSI
--------------,--,-------,---,------_._-,----------------_._---------,-----

Rigid

2-axle
3-axle
4-axle

8,5
11. 7
14,,8

0,70
0.95
1..04

0,43
0.27
0.23

050
0.78
0,71

1..44
1..19
1..29

0 .. 64
0,,63
0,,69

Artic

3-axle
4-axle
5-axle
6-axle

13.9
19, 1
20.4
22.2

0,98
0,85
0.89
0,86

0,59
0,,51
0.. 47
0,,49

0.67
0,52
0.78
0.83

1. 90
1..87
2,12
2.28

0,82
0,,77
0,,84
0,96

Sourc.e: Computed fromIab le 1 allowing for 112% price inflation and
an average payload equivalent to 50% of payload capacity;
and applying a fac.tor of 0.67 to adjust from the original
2S-year appraisal period and lOpa discount rate to the 50year appraisal period and 7%pa discount rate used elsewhere
in this paper"
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class, the lower figu!'e is probably the more relevant.

Adjusted to 1984

price levels it becomes 0.60 cents per NTK.

Summary
All the estimates quoted above lie within the range of 0 .. 23-2.28 cents per
NTK established by Webber, Both and Ket"S disaggregation by state and
vehicle type:

BrE (1977)

1" 01 cents/NTK

McDonnell (1980)
Webber et al (1978) - Australian aver'ages
- disaggregated by state
Filme. et al (982)

0.95
0.63-0,,96
0.23-2.28
0.60

If Webber et al's disaggregation by state is omitted (it did not appear' in
the original publication) the range is reduced to 0.60-1..01 cents per NIK ..
!'he !'ange is similarly !'educed if the upper and lo-we.r quartiles are
omitted: 0.60-0,,95 cents per NTK" (The shoWing of all figuI'es to two
places of decimals is not intended to indicate their level of accuracy; it
is merely a standard format to facilitate compar'ison and arithmetic
man! pula t ion" )
Ihese figures tend to suppor't the Northern Ierritory Government 1 s original
estimate of 0.75 cents per' NIK (or 0.82 cents per NTK in financial rather
than resource terms). but for several reasons the data and analys is which
underlie them may not be appropriate to the specific purpose of estimating
savings which would accrue from. the Alice Springs to Darwin rail link. In
pa rt ic ula r':
Much of the research was undertaken ten years or more ago, using
data which we:re in many cases older stilL At that time neither the
roads nor the vehicles we!"e the same as they ar'e now.
Moi:'eover. nearly all the research can be tr'aced back to a very
narrow base of original data and fw.dam.ental analysis.
Most work has inevitably been biased towards the heavily trafficked
roads of Victor'ia and NSW. which do not necessarily offer valid
com.pat'isons for the Stuart Highway.
Calibr'ation of models against actual road system costs does not
guarantee a cocrect separation of fixed costs from. marginal costs;
such a separation is essential to the pr'esent purpose.
Although the 'fourth power' law' (pavement wear' is propottional to
axle load raised to the fourth power) is very widely accepted as a
basis for compar'ing the damaging effect of different axle loads. its
validity is far from. certain. There is evidence that for some axle
configurations and suspension sys tems a higher power should be used.
Moreover analysts usually base their' calculations on a notional
average load. and fail to addr'ess quantitatively the question of
vehiCle overloading, known to be widespread and to have a m01:'e than
propor'tional effect on pavement wear - pr'obably more than is implied
by the fourth power law because of the risk of total pavement or
seal failure.
No work has been ditected towards road tt'ains specifically or,
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indeed, any vehicles which approach their' size and capacity" It can
only be by inference that the results of research relating to
smaller vehicles can be applied to the road trains which would be
chiefly involved in the transfer of freight ft'om. road to rail in the
Alice Springs to Darwin corridor.

COST SAVINGS FOR TIlE SWART HIGHWAY

Working from first principles and with the best estimates available from
engineers in the Northern Territory Roads Division, we computed costs with
and without the rail link and the expected consequent freight shift"

Three quite separate analyses were pe"t'formed:
Savings accruing from the deferment of pavement rehabilitation and
resealing, and their' performance to a lower standard.
Savings accruing from. the reduction in design standards used during
the cutt'ent programme of t'econs truct ion of the Stuart Highway,
app!:'opriate as soon as a decis ion to build the railway were taken"
Reduced routine maintenance cos ts.
(The terms rec.onstl:'uction and rehabilitation al:e often used
interchangeably. In this paper we make the following dis tinction:
Reconstruction is taken to mean the major rebuilding of a road or
road section, including realignment and/ol:' other works which
substantially upgrade its standard. The cost of reconstruction. so
defined, is usually little different from that of construction ..
Rehabilitation, on the ..other hand, is essentially a restoration of a
road or t'oad section to its original state by re-'sheeting and
resealing but without improvements to drainage. alignment etc"
Pavement thickness may. however. be incI'eased to accommodate higher
pt:'oj ected traffic volumes,,)

Rehabilitation and Resealing
National Highway design standards requit'e that the number of equivalent
standard axle (ESA) :repetitions be projected for twenty years and pavement
thickness in millimett'es be computed as:

[ 219 - 211 ( log CER ) + SS ( log CER ) ] x log ( N I 120 )
where:
CBR :: California Bearing Ratio (measure of subgr'ade strength typical value 10 on Stuart Highway alignment);
N
Cumulative total ESA repetitions ove:r twenty years.,
If the value of N has been cot'rectly projected. then rehabilitation of the
road will be necessary and justifiable twenty years after its constt'uction
(or recons tr"uction at' las t rehabilitation). However, if the value has
been over-estimated, rehabilitation can and should be defert'ed to a later
date. In the case of the Stuart Highway, pavements are currently being
designed for 1 million ESA repetitions typically" In the event that the
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rail link is built it will be many more than twenty years before that

total is reached.

A simplified model has been employed here in which each kilometre of the
Stuart Highway would carry an average of 900,000 tonnes of £I'eight in the
year 1992, of which two-thirds would be captured by the I'ail link. These
figures take account of local as well as long-dis tanee freight haulage and
are a fait' I'eflection of minimwn-·to-average expectations expressed in both
Hill (984) and Nr Government (1983) ..
Such a reduction in road freight, with an average projected gr'owth rate of
3%pa after 1992, would in theo:ry be sufficient to extend the life of a
newly :reconstructed section of pavement from. twenty years to fOI'Cy years.
However, the real life situation is rather mo:re complex.. A 20-'yea:r'
!'econstruction progr'amme for the Stuart Highway was commenced in 1971, to
design standards which implied rehabilitation after 20 years. A decision
to accelerate that programme has meant that it will be completed by 1988,
with work originally planned to take at leas t six years compressed into
the last four.
rable 3 shows the present r'econs truct ion programme.
togethe:r with the date of the fir'st rehabilitation under each of two
scenarios:
!'he Alice Springs to Darwin 1:'ail link is not bUilt, and the original
tI:'affic for'ecasts for the Stuart Highway are realised"
!'he rail link is built and opens in 1992, the decision being made in
1985 followed by an immediate adjustment of road design standards to
accommodate a two-thirds reduction in freight carried by the Stuart
Highway. Under this scenario, reconstruction is defened by between
o and 17 years, with a weighted aver'age of 7 years.
Spending deferred is of course money saved" But in addition to the
deferm.ent of pavement rehabilitation, there would be savings resulting
fI'C'Im the performance of that rehabilitation to a lower' standard,
appropriate to the reduced number' of ESA repetitions expected over a
20-yea·!' period. After consultation with road engineers in the Northern
rerTitoly and inters tate, the following equations weI'e adopted in order to
model rehabilitation costs:

R

$ [ 70,000 + 500 x ( Y - 1984 ) ]

RI

RxO.9

where:
R
RI
Y

Rehabilitation cost per km, without the railway ..
Rehabilitation Gost per km, with the !'ailway.
Year" of 1:'ehabilitation.

rhe increase in the value of R (and hence RI) over time results £:ram. the
projected growth in traffic volume. Factors which cause rehabilitation
costs to 1:'ise with traffic volume include:
Greater attention needed to sub-soil drai,nage"
Gr'eater pavement depth.
Faster depletion of locally available good quality gravels with
consequently longer hauls"
9
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rABLE 3
SruART HIGHWAY RECONSrRUCrrON PROGRAl1ME AND ruE TIMING
OF THE FIRST REHABIl IrATION. WITH AND WITHOUr THE RAILWAY

Year of reconstruction .. """" .
Per'cent of road affec ted., ... "
Year of fir'st rehabilitation
- Without railway •.. ".
- With railway n" " "

1971
5.0

1972
5,,0

1973
5.0

1974
5.0

1975
5,,0

1976
5.0

1991
1991

1992
1992

1993
1995

1994
1997

1995
2000

1996
2002

---------_._-_. __._---,-_._---_._-------_._._--------------,--,-------------------Year of reconstruction ..•... "
Per'cent of road affected .. "" .
Year of first rehabili ta tion
- Without railway"" '
_. With railway .. . " " " "

1977
5. 0

1978
5.0

1979
5,,0

1980
5. 0

1981
5.0

1982
5 .. 0

1997
2005

1998
2007

1999
2010

2000
2012

2001
2014

2002
2016

-----------------_._._------_._--,_._---_._-_._,-_. __.-----,------,--------_._.__._._._-Year of recons truction"."
PeIcent of road affec ted " .
Year of first rehabilitation
- Without railway" .. ,
- With railway .. ".".

..

1983
5,,0

1984
5.0

1985
7.5

1986
7.5

1987
7. 5

1988
7.5

2003
2018

2004
2020

2005
2022

2006
2006

2007
2007

2008
2008

_._---,--,------------------_._._._-------------,--,_.-----,_.._---_._------,---.--,----

Note:

Assumed effect of the railway is to divert two-thirds of freight
traffic from the Stuar'c Highway; traffic growth of 3%pa is
assumed in both cases"
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Higher quality of seals - e.g. use of larger stones and additives

such as rubber

As with t'ehabilitation, savings associated with resealing take two forms:
the resealing may be per'formed to a lower' standard and it may be repeated
less frequently. We have made the following assumptions:
The cost of resealing is 10% lower with the railway in place.
When a road is trafficked in accordance with its design standard, a
reseal fr'equency of 6--] years is required.

But with a two-thit'ds reduction in tt'afiic below its design capacity,
that frequency can fall to 10 years.
The combined effect of the above estimates and assumptions on the present
value of a So-'year st:ream. of !'ehabilitation and resealing costs, detailed

in rabIes 4 and 5, is as follows:
PV of I'ehabilitation costs
PV of resealing costs

Without Railway
$ 64,000 per km
$ 21,200 per km
$ 85,200 per km

With Railway
$ 42,900 per koi
$ 17,200 per km
"$ 60,100 per km

A saving of $25,100 per km. is apparent, attributable to the railway's
taking two-thir'ds of the freight volwn.e off the Stuar't Highway. This is a
weighted average over the whole length of the Highway, a device found to
be convenient since reconstruction does not necessarily take place on an
integral section in anyone year'. The ;'pr'esent" for present value
computation purposes is 1992 - the supposed fiI:'st year of railway
oper'ation.

Reconstruction
A further saving is achieved during the las t three years of the
reconstruction programme, after the decision to build the railway is taken
and design standards can be adjusted accor'dingly. A very round estimate
of $10,000 per' km. was made for' reconstruction undertaken in 1986, 1987 and
1988. Since 22.5% of the Highway's length is affected, the average saving
is $10,000 x 0.225 = $2.250 peI:' km. over the whole length. Expressed as a
present value in 1992, this becomes $3.200 per' km ..
Routine Maintenance Costs
In 1976 NAASRA published its study of the Economics of Road Vehicle Limits
- ERVL. Study Report T4 entitled Pavements" deals with the effect of
axle loads and traffic volume on pavement design and maintenance
(Stevenson 1976).. Although based on work done at least ten years ago,
this study has not been superseded by any more recent analysis and is
incorporated in NAASRA's Widely used NL.'1PAC model (UAASRA 1981)" Ihe
recently published Review of Road Vehicle Limits - RoRVL - contains only
veI:'Y minor r'evisions, concerning standard axle equivalencies and pavement
damage exponents (NAASRA. 1985, page 118) ..
After upiating values in line with the BIE's published Road Construction
Price Indexes (BrE 1984) the ERVL model appears to be a reasonably
11
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Tables 4 and 5 on following pages
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rABI.E 4
PRE&Nr VAWE OF mlABTI..lTATICN Jm

RE::EAI.~

OJSIS

WTIllltJr IHE ALICE: SF'R.lln3 10 I:lAEmN RAIL LnK

Ye&:' of IBhabilitat:ion(1)/reseal(2)
1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2222 2 2 222
(rable 3) 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- - - 9999999990000000000111111111122222222223333333333444
Year
% 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
Peconstm
Prcgra!IIIe

1971 5.0 1
1972 5,0
I
1973 5,0
1
1974 5,,0

2

1

2

PV of

2

costs ...•.

Rehabilitation

$ 64,035

~

$21.1:'6

rotal
Note 1:
Note 2:

llite 3:

2

2
1

2
2

2

2

I
I

2
2

I

2

2
2

I

2
1

2

2
I

2
I

2

1

2
I

2

2
2

2
I

2

I

2
I

2

2

2
1

2
2

2

2

1

2
2

I

1

2
2

I

2

2

2
2

2
2

1

2
2

2
2

I

2
2

2
2

I

2
2

2
I

1983 5,0

1987 7,5
1988 75

2

1

1982 5,,0

2
2

2

5,0 2
5,0
2
5 0
2
50
2

1984 5,,0
1985 7,,5
1986 7,,5

2

1

1977 5,,0

2

2

2

2

1975 5,0
1976 5,0
1978
1979
1980
1981

2

2

2

2
2

I

2
2

$ 85,19.1

In ere above matrix, 1 denotes rehabilitation axl. 2 denotes resealir1g"
Interpretat:ioo: ~ cop left-brod figure in eh?: matrix irrli.cates that d:e 5% of the Stuart. Higl"M3.y
Wch ~ reo::nstru:ted in 1971 is dl:e to be rehabilitated in 1991. I.lE n:!Xt figure to tf'e right
:in:iicates that tre sallE section of roa:! slnlld be rerealed in 1997"
Present: value of costs is expressed as ::n average aocmt p:!-r k::i..l.ane.tre, in constant 1984 dollars,
discom.ted CO eh?: jeaI' 1992 at 7%pa.
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~ v1lIlJE CF REBABILlTA11CN N:ID ~
WIIH 'IHE .AI.lCE SI'Rlm3 10 ~ RAn. lIN.<.

msrs

Year of rernbilltadon(1)!r&ea1(2) ••.
1111111112222222222222222222222222222222222222222222
(Table 3) 9999999990000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
9999999990000000000111111111122222222223333333333444
Year % 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012

I>!croSttn

~

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

2

5,,0 1
5.0
1
5.0
5..0
5.0
5.0
5,,0
5..0 2

2

2
2

PV of costs".

rotal
1:

~te

3:

2

2
2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

Rehabilitation
Pe9'aling

2
2

2

1

2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

75

2
2

2

2

2

5 ..0

!'bte 2:

2

2

2
2

2

2
2

2
2

2

2

5.0
5 0

2
2

2

2

7.5
7.5

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5 ..0

2

2
2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

5.0

7,,5

2

2
1

2

2

5..0

1

2
2

2

2
1

2

$ 42,945
$ 17,168

$ 60,113

t:re above matrix, 1 demtes rehabilitation ald 2 denotes l."'e9.aaling"
Interpretation: ne top left~ figure in the. matrix indicates that t:re 5% of the Stuart High.-ay
...tri.ch I'8S reconstructed in 1971 j,s do: to re rehabilitated in 1991. Ih2. next figure to tre right
indicates that tre sa:re gection of real sl:DuJ.d 're re9:!aled in 1997.
Present value of rosts is expressed as m average arDlnt per kilOlEtre, in constant 1984 dollars,
disCOUlted to the. ;,ear 1992 at 7%pa"
.
In
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accurate means of predicting I'outine maintenance costs on the Stua:!:'t
Highway" The equation which appears in Stevenson (976) fot' sealed roads
of gr'eater than 4.3 m width is (with all values in 1971/72 dollars):
C

=

0,,0000365 x NAX

+ 0.04 x AADT + 50

plus the lesser of:
(i) (0,,0000816 x NAX + 0.12 x AADT + 17 x NL ) x ( [ A + 5 J I 5 )
(ii) ( 0.0000354 x NAX + 0.039 x AADr + 78 x NL ) x ( [ A + 5 ] I 5 )
whet'e:
C
NAX
AADr

NL
A

.Annual maintenance cost in $ per mile at 1971/71 prices ~
Number' of ESA repet it ions over 20 years ..
"'EqlJivalent AADr" - see below.

Number of lanes.
Sealed sUI'face age in years.

"Equivalent AADI'" is defined by Stevenson (1976) as follows:
Car
rr'Uck (2-axle, 6-tyred)
Heavier trucks

I AADr
5 AADr
10 AADr

Clearly these equivalences aI'e inadequate in a Northern Ten'itory context,
where heavy semi-tr'ailers and road trains are responsible for a significant
pr'opor'tion of freight traffic. The following additional equivalences have
therefore been adopted here:
Road train, double-·bot tom
Road tlain, triple-bottom

20 AADr
30 AADr

Based on the typical traffic mix
on the Stuax't Highway the "equivalent
AADT" COtmt amOtmts to about 2.,5
double axles. Likewise based on times the AADT count defined in terms of
the typical t::raffix nUx on the Stuart

Highway it was calculated that 1
'equivalent AADT" represented 52 ESA per
year' •
In Iable 6 the ERVL equation is applied to the Stuart Highway in each of
the fOUl regions for which separate maintenance costs are recorded, with
the following factors applied:
4.36 to bring the original 1971/72 prices into line with 1984 price
levels, using BrE (1984) ..
0.62 to convert cos~s per' mile to costs per km.
In each region the routine maintenance cost per' km predicted by the model
is close to the amount actually budgeted for the 1984/85 financial year
slightly higher in each case as would be expected in a situation of
financial cons tralnc.. Ihis not only tends to validate the model in
absolute terms; more Significantly it lends credence to the model's
ability to predict the incremental (decremental) maintenance cost
associated with increased (decreased) traffic.
Let us consider the incr'emental component of the ERVI equation.
adjusting for inflation and metrication this becomes:
( 0,,0000987

+ [

0,,0000957 x ( [ A + 5 ] I 5 ) ] ) x NAX
x ( [ A + 5 ] / 5 ) ] ) x AADr

+ ( 0.108 + [ 0,,0105
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TABLE 6

ROUrINE MAINIENANCE CCSIS FOR IRE SruARI HIGHWAY, 1984/85

----------'_.---_._'_._-_._----_._----,_._---_.__ ._----_._'---'---_._----,----_._------------N

o

~gwn

-----.-'---.-------

t

e

Darwin

Kather'ine

.__

,~.

.__,_._,_,__.

._.

rennant
Creek

Springs

Alice

--------------------_._----------_.__.__._------_._---_._--_._--------_._._---_._._----AADT (double axles)
"Equivalent AADT

700

500

300

300

1,750

1,250

750

750

ESA per year

1

91,000

65,000

39,000

39,000

Million ESA over 20 years

2

2,,45

1. 75

L05

1.05

Num.ber of lanes

3

2

2

2

2

Age of sealed surface (years)

4

5

5

5

5

2,250

1,890

1,520

1,520

2,230

1,640

1,120

1,330

Predicted maintenance cost (S/km)

Budgeted maintenance cost CS/km)

5

997Note 1 :

2:
Note 3:

4:
5:

87%

74%

88%

In both di:['ections J though fot, pavement design purposes only the
dom.inant direction is taken into account.
Based on 3%pa growth.
Close to Darwin the Stuart Highway is 4-lane diVided, but for most
of its length it has 2 lanes.
Average of 5 year's is assumed, based on reseal frequency of 10 years"
Excluding roadside maintenance (rest areas, verges) lighting, br'idges
etc) and resealing.
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With an aver'age sealed surface age of five years this may be simplified to:

0.000290 x NAX + 0.318 x AADr
One tonne of cargo cart'led annually by road tI'ain is estimated to generate
2.0 ESA over a 20-year period and 0.0016 "equivalent AADT". IncI'emental
(decremental) routine maintenance costs pel: NTK may therefore be computed

as:

0.000290 x 2.0 + 0.318 x 0.0016
0.000580 + 0.000509
0.00109
In other words, 1 NTK of fI'eight task removed f!'C:lID. the Stuart Highway will
reduce "routine maintenance costs by 0.11 cents.

rotal Maintenance Cost Savings
We have computed routine maintenance cost savings in the form of cents per
NTK, but savings associated with rehabilitation and reconstruction ar'e
still in the fOlm of an average pt'esent value pe!' km. and cannot be I'elated
directly to net tonne-km. !hey must be divided by the present value of
the projected stream. of NTKs which would be tranfer'red from I'oad to rail:
600,000 NTK in the first year of the railway's operation, growing by 3%pa ..
Using a discount rate of 7%pa, the present value of this st!'earn is:
~

E. 600,000 x
n=O

n

( 1.03

I 1.07 )

13,661,400 NTK

The !'ehabilitation/!'econst!'uction saving attributable to each NIK is
therefore:

$ ( 25,100 + 3,200 ) I 13,661,400 NTK = $0.002l/NIK, or 0.2Lc/NIK.
This result is quite sensitive to the discount !'ate used, and unlike other
aspects of the app!'aisal of the railway this one is favou!'ed by a higher
discount rate. If 4%pa were substituted fa!' 7%pa, the saving would fall
to 0,,14 cents per' NIKa With a discount rate of 10%pa the saving would
rise to 0.27 cents pe!' NTK. However, a discount rate of 7%pa has been
gene!'ally accepted by all parties to the Alice Springs to Darwin Railway
debate, therefore a figUl::e of 0.21 cents per NTK is adopted as the average
saving in respect of deferred and reduced !'ehabilititation and
reconstruction costs attributable to the railway ..
Adding all components together' we arrive at a total incremental
(decremental) cost of 0.32 cents per NTK, attributable as follows:

Reconstruction -. cost reduction in 1986·_·88
Rehabilitation - cost reduction
- defeIment
Resealing
- cost reduction
~. deferment
Routine maintenance

c/NIK
0.02
0.05
0.11

0.02
0.01
0.11

0.32
17

%
-7
15
34
5
4

35
100
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CONVERSION OF FINA!lCIAL TO RESOURCE

cosrs

The resource cost fac.tor (RCF - that factor which is applied to financial
costs to obtain economic reSOUI'ce costs) of 0.91 used in the Northern
Ten'itory Government's submission to the Hill InquiI'Y (NI Gove:rnment 1983)
was derived from. information supplied by a major civil engineering
contractor in the Territory, and was held to be broadly applicable to t'oad
and rail construction and maintenance activities"

A new approach was made in the course of our study of road maintenance

costs, and the composition of the BTE's road maintenance cost index (ETE
1984) was ascertained. This new information suggests a somewhat higher
The original and new figures are summarised below" The ReF for each
of the four identified cos t components is out' own estimate and does no
more than net out transfer payments to Govetnment. The Overall RCF is a
weighted aver'age after combining the c.om.ponent RCFs with a given set of
com.ponent shares:
ReF.

Plant &
Overall
Fuel
Parts Materials
RCF
RCF f01:' cos t component
LOO
0.75
0.83
0,,95
Component shares according to three sources:
NI Government ( 1983)
30%
5%
40%
25%
0.91
Contr'actor, 1985
30%
6%
24%
40%
0.92
BIE (984)
60%
12%
7%
21%
0.95
Labour

The BTE component shat'es are based on 1979-80 data.. It is possible that
less labour-intens ive methods have been generally adopted in the
intervening five years.. It is also possible that contractors, used
extensively for road maintenance in the Not'thern rerritory but less so in
other states, have a substantially different cost str'uctur'e to that of
state road authorities or local government authorities using dir'ect labour.
The BTE figures are also weighteq. by urban road maintenance conditions,
being national averages ..
Nevertheless, the spread between the highest and lowest RCF an.s ~ng from.
this analysis is not great. We adopted a figure of 0.93, as a simple
average of the three. This brings our estimated financial saving of 0,,32
cents per NIK to 0,,32 x 0.93 = 0 .. 30 cents per NT'lC ..

CONCLUSIONS

The r'esul ts of previous r'esearch seem superifically to confirm the
estimate of 0 .. 75 cents per NTK. included in the Nor'them Ter't'itory
Government's submission to the Hill Inquiry" Our analys is, specific to
the Stuart Highway and to the tr'affic decrement forecast in the event that
the Alice Springs to Darwin r'ail link is opened in 1992, indicates a much
lower figure. This figure is, however, substantially higher than that
used by Hill (984)"
It is not suggested that the figure of 0,,30 cents per NIK (resource cost)
be carved in granite, nor that it is appropriate to other roads in other
circumstances" Our use of data specific to the Stuart Highway should not
18
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obscure the fact that we have relied heavily on theoI'etical values and
r'elationships~ albeit ones which have been widely accepted and refined
over a number of years.

One particular feature of our analysis is open to serious question:
whether the postponement of pavement I'ehabilitation by twenty years,
leaving an interval of forty years during which only !'outine maintenance
and resealing takes place, is !'ealistic" We ther'efore conducted a
sensitivity test in which the interval was I'estr'icted to thirty years _
not unheard-'of in situations of financial constr'ainC and little political
pressure from. users. This restriction reduced the saving by less than 5%,
which is well within any reasonable confidence limits.
All we would suggest as a r'esult of OUI' analysis is that the benefit
accruing to the community in the form. of r'oad maintenance cost savings
following construction of the Alice Springs to Darwin rail link is closer
to 0.3 cents per NIX than either' 0.2 or O~4; and that since this estimate
is based on values and relationships which are widely used for decisionmaking related to the allocation of funds for' road constr'uction and
maintenance throughout Australia, 1f it is wr'ong then it is likely that
much of that decision-making is also wr·ong. For the time being,
therefore, it seems appr'opriate that our figure be accepted, at least in
the limited context foI' which it was intended.
It should be pointed out that the analysis described here has not dealt
with savings outside the Northern rer'ritory.
It is estimated that 18% of
the tr'ansferred fI'eight task will affect roads interstate _ predominantly
in South Australia, but also in Queensland. NSW and Victor'ia. In two
respects it is to be expected that interstate savings will exceed those in
the NOIthem Territory:
Vehicles peImitted and commonly used on roads outside the rerTitory
are smaller' and less efficient, in that the ratio of payload to ESA
is lower (e.g. tI'iple-bottom. road train 18.1 t/ESA, rigid heavy truck
- 13 .6t/ESA).
PIevious studies, based largely on data from the larger' states.
indicate higher" incremental road maintenance costs per NIK than we
have es timated fa I' the Stuart Highway.
In one respect it is to be expected that they will be lower:
The greater the traffic VOlume for which a road is designed. the
smaller the effect - both t'elative and absolute _ one would expect
to be attributable to an incI'emental unit of freight. This
expectation is consistent with the formula for pavement thickness
given in the subsection headed "Rehabilitation and Resealing'" above.
The net effect is not at all certain. and an exercise similar to the one
described above but applied to a more heaVily trafficked road in another
state would be of value.,
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